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…cloth swaddled,
 washed rind, 

pressed or 
pricked — 
unravel the 

intricacies 
of cheese.
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cheese primer 
affineur   a person who ripens, ages or 
matures cheese.

AOC   Appellation d’Origine Contrôllée 
— the regulation in France by law of a 
particular cheese in terms of where it can 
made, the breed of the cow, sheep or 
goat, the manufacturing methods used 
and its shape, texture etc. DO and DOC 
are (respectively) the Spanish and Italian 
equivalents.

caseophile   a cheese lover

curds and whey  When milk 
becomes sour it curdles or coagulates 
separating into the solid protein (curd) and 
the watery element of milk (whey).

Gruyère  Name given in France to 
all large cheeses: Comté, Beaufort and 
Emmental. In Switzerland it is a cheese 
from the Jura Mountains.

pricking   Some blue cheeses are 
pierced with needles to allow carbon 
dioxide to escape and oxygen to enter and 
facilitate the development of mould spores 
that become blue-green veins.

Trappist  Generic name given to cheese 
made in monasteries that follow Trappist 
practices.

When we think of 
cheese, images of gooey 
grilled sandwiches, 
oozing omelettes or 
swaths of gold melted 

atop steaming French onion soup may come 
to mind. But despite the salivary satisfaction 
offered by these concoctions, cheeses’ 
individual characteristics should — at 
times— be explored and savoured au 
natural. Cheeses’ sheer number of varieties, 
long-standing history and worldwide range 
demands devotion. Devoid of bread or eggs 
or soup, cheese can stand up on its own. 

At Les Amis du Fromage, mother-daughter 
team Alice and Allison Spurrell offer up to 
500 varieties of cheeses — enough to make 
a caseophile melt at the sight of a seasonally 
limited Vacherin Mont d’Or or a neophyte 
shrivel away from the pungent odour of a 
greenish-blue-veined Roquefort. Faced with 
buttons, wheels and wedges emblazoned 
with ornate labels, encased in wax or 
covered in velvety bloom or ash, it’s equally 
easy to be fulfilled or flummoxed. 

“People worry about what’s in cheese. If 
you look on the ingredients of 95% of the 
cheese I have in the store, there’s milk, salt 
and rennet. That’s it,” says Allison Spurrell, 

helping to unravel some of the intricacies of 
cheese. 

The seemingly humble but high-quality
ingredients are the basis of cheesemaking.
But individual artisans’ touches to their 
cheese — cloth swaddled, washed rind, 
pressed or pricked, all with a practiced and 
proud hand — have endured despite 
industrialization, changes in land ownership, 
and stringent regulations. The methods 
of the cheesemaker, type of milk (cow, 
ewe, goat or others) — whether raw or 
pasteurized — and provenance culminate 
in a creation that’s part art, part alchemy 
and oftentimes, accident. 

“The [French] cheeses we had sampled 
from Normandy compared with the Jura — 
which is a very mountainous area compared 
to an area by the sea — are totally different 
because the areas are different,” says Spurrell, 
and explains that some French cheeses are 
AOC (Appellation d’Origine Contrôllée) 
designated, so controls are in place to 
preserve, in some cases, thousand-year-old 
methods of creating a type of cheese. (Italy 
and England have similar regulations.) 

For instance, “Parmesan” is a generic term 
to describe cheese made like Parmigiano 
Reggiano but only the real deal can bear 
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S’il qui mange du fromage, 
s’il ne le fait, il enrage. 
He who does not eat cheese 
will go mad.
 — French proverb

OPPOSITE Morbier (Jura, France) — This  cheese is traditionally 
made with a layer of edible ash separating the curd made from 
the morning milking from the curd made from the evening 
milking.

    whether art, 
alchemy or accident 

Let them Eat Cheese


